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Below is a list of achievements and trophies in Grand Theft Auto IV. Total in GTA IV 50 achievements/trophies, as well as the exclusive Platinum PlayStation trophy. An additional five awards were added to The Lost and Damned and Ten - The Ballad of Gay Tony downloaded episodes. Description Of The Contents'show While Xbox 360 and PC
Achievements were available from the beginning in all versions of the game to get trophies on ps3 the player must have at least a version of 2.41 PS3 firmware and version 1.03 GTA IV. Saved games prior to these updates will not support trophies, so the game history should be relaunched. Some achievements/trophies are temporarily blocked in the game
session with cheats. If Episodes from Liberty City is loaded on PS3, it will fix the trophy glitch, thereby giving you a complete list. Achievements of xbox 360 and PC cost a total of 1000 Gamerscore points with an additional 250 points added by each downloaded episode. Achievements are tracked through Xbox LIVE, Windows Games - LIVE and PlayStation
Network. Because Games For Windows Live is essentially the equivalent of Xbox Live, the achievements are identical and work the same way on both systems. PS3 trophies use trophy colors (bronze, silver, gold and platinum) rather than Gamerscore. Once all 50 trophies are purchased on PS3, the player receives a platinum trophy, which is not available in
other versions. Achievements and Trophies GTA IV Icon Achievement / Trophy Title Gamerscore (X360, PC) Trophy Score (PS3) Requirement from Boat 5 Full Cousins Bellic Complete Exploration 20 Unlock All Islands (Full Three Leaf Clover). One hundred and eighty-10 score 180 points with three darts (three triple 20s) in darts games. Pool Shark 10 Win
a pool game against a friend. The King of the BUFFALO 15 scored a high score of 10,950 points. Gobble Gobble 10 Score Turkey (3 strokes in a row) in a bowling game. Courier Service 10 Complete all 10 drug delivery missions. Order Executed 10 Complete all 10 Exotic Export Missions. You received a message of 20 Deliver all 30 cars requested by
Stevie. Cleared Middle Street 20 Use a computer in a police car to view current crimes and kill 20 criminals. Hunt 15 Use a police computer in the police car to view the most wanted and complete all 30 most wanted missions. Assassin's Greed 20 Complete all 9 Killing Missions. Finish it 15 Full 10 melee counters in 4 minutes or less. Note: For an easy way
to get this achievement, visit here: Wheelie Rider 30 Lee Wheelie on a motorcycle at least 500 feet. Faggio is a good choice for this as it is easier to control by making a wheelie. Hire more than 30 Roll your car 5 times in one crash. Walk Free 50 Dodge from the 4-star wanted level. Chain reaction 20 Destroy 10 vehicles in 10 seconds or less. Superior 25
Reach first place at 20 20 races (given the Brucie kibbutz). It will cost you 5 Fill the entire taxi ride from one island to another without using the skip feature. Tourists 5 Take each of the five helitours of Liberty City. Warm Coffee 5 There are a successful date with a girlfriend to get an invitation to your home. Half a million 55 possess $500,000. Under radar 40
flies a helicopter under all 14 major bridges. Teamplayer 10 In Multiplayer, kill at least 5 DIFFERENT players who are not on your team. Cut out your teeth 5 Earn a reward rank in multiplayer. Join Midnight Club 10 to reach first place in the multiplayer race ranking with damage included, but minimal damage to your car. Fly The Co-Op 15 Is a full deal breaker
under 7:04, Hannman loop in less than 2:32 seconds, and bomb Da Base II in less than 5:56 seconds. Taking it for Team 10 is your team win in all ranking multiplayer games. Top The Midnight Club 20 Reach first place in 20 different rated multiplayer races. Auf Wiedersehen Petrovich 30 Play as both sides, and win like each of them, in all rating multiplayer
variations, races, and Cops 'n Crooks. Top Of The Food Chain 10 In the Ranking Multiplayer deathmatch, kill 20 players with a gun. Let Sleep Rockstars Lie 10 in the ranking multiplayer match, kill the Rockstar developer or player who has this achievement/trophy. 20 Reach the highest rank possible in multiplayer (level 10). One man army 40 Maintain a 6star wanted level for 5 minutes without getting busted or wasted. Liberty City (5) 20 Meet all available friends and reach 90% As stats with everything that is still alive. Dare Devil 30 Complete all unique jumping tricks. Disappearing Species 50 collect all hidden packages (Flying Rats). Liberty City Minute 30 Complete all story missions in less than 30 game
hours (37.5 game days). The key to the city is 100 Reach 100% completion. Secret Achievement Achievements and Trophies Lost and Damned Achievements and Trophies Ballad of Gay Tony External Links Links
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